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Were you able to enroll in your first choice of academic offerings?

Which quarters were you not  able to enroll in your first choice of academic offerings?*

Quarter Freshmen Sophomore Junior Senior

Fall 11.1% 20.8% 18.4% 7.3%

Winter 15.0% 10.7% 15.1% 6.0%

spring 13.0% 22.6% 12.3% 10.5%

N 23 31 57 86

* Does not include respondents who skipped the question.

Fall Quarter

Specific Offerings

Bodies of Knowledge

Democracy & Free Speech

Ornithology

It's About Time

Mycology.

Positive Psychology

I wanted a part-time program on Change with Beck that was cancelled over summer.

Students were asked to indicate whether they were able to enroll in their first choice of academic offerings. 

The percentage of Olympia Campus respondents who indicated that they could not enroll in their first choice 

of academic offerings ranged from a low of 6.0% in winter for seniors to a high of 22.6% in spring for 

sophomores.

Olympia Campus respondents with the class standing of: 

If no, I would have preferred:
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Other Comments

A more science specific course

A program for freshman only

Anything related to Japanese culture, or Asian studies

Class got cancelled

I don't remember but I didn't enroll till August so there was probably something better.

I would have preferred to take an art class instead of scrambling together classes I didn't need.

If you are talking about fall 2015, no. Well, fall 2014 was a no as well.

Some algebra or intro in to biology/chemistry

Winter Quarter

If no, I would have preferred:

Specific Offerings

Climate Solutions

Forensics and Criminal Behavior

It's about style

Histories and Mysteries of English

Other Comments

Any other program honestly!

Anything other than the program I was in.

Asian Philosophy and/or cultural studies with more faculty options.

I just started Winter Quarter, and registered late.

Some algebra or intro in to biology/chemistry

Wood

I would have preferred to take an art class or psychology class instead of scrambling together classes that I 

didn't need.

My first choice was not offered, there weren't any microeconomics classes or programs (one program 

Evolution and the Human Condition. I was unable to take this program because unfortunately, the 

professors decided that their field trip was mandatory. It was far beyond my ability to afford and was a 

vacation at a beach resort, which I understand these professors always organize when teaching together, no 

matter the subject of the particular program.
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spring Quarter

If no, I would have preferred:

Specific Offerings

Geography: Where are You

Metalworking

New Visions

Proteins, Plastics, and Pandemics

So You Want to be a Psychologist, Ceramics, Abnormal Psychology

SOS: Independent Projects in Writing

The geopolitics program

Visualizing Permaculture

Other Comments

A course with Rob Esposito or Cynthia Kennedy

Asian Philosophy and/or cultural studies with more faculty options.

I found it very difficult to find a class or program that engaged my interest.

I was trying to take Spanish at Evergreen, but had to take Spanish at SPSCC.

More computer science classes instead of having to take an ILC

More health options for nights and weekends

My classes are great, I just wanted Grant writing, as well

Organic farming

The class I wanted to take was full of people who will grad in June.

Forensics and Criminal Behavior

Staying in my Greece and Italy program so I could have received my full 48 credits without paying the $2800 

for the abroad trip.
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